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Tashi, a pioneering platform in the Web3

ecosystem, is thrilled to announce its

strategic partnership with Polygame, the

leading AI-driven E-Sports Platform.

SINGAPORE, March 27, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Tashi, a

pioneering platform in the Web3

ecosystem, is thrilled to announce its

strategic partnership with Polygame,

the leading AI-driven E-Sports Platform.

Operating with 5 Million Monthly Active

Users across Indonesia and Southeast

Asia, Polygame will utilize the Tashi

Consensus Engine to revolutionize the

gaming and E-Sports industry.

This partnership will focus on

leveraging Tashi's advanced blockchain

technology and Polygame's expansive

gaming ecosystem to introduce novel

features, enhance user experience, and

drive unparalleled growth within the

gaming community.

Having built the fastest consensus

algorithm in the Web3 ecosystem,

capable of processing 1 Million +

Transactions Per Second with latency

below 100 milliseconds, Tashi is

enabling decentralized networks for

leading industry players. 

Polygame stands as the first AI-driven E-Sports Social Media Platform, boasting live streaming,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://tashi.gg/
https://polygame.io/


and a vibrant Gaming Metaverse. With ambitions to connect over 1 billion gamers worldwide,

Polygame is rapidly expanding its footprint across 8 countries in APAC, India, and the Middle East

by the year's end. The platform currently hosts 122 exclusive and 370 non-exclusive

Esports/Gaming Content creators, with a substantial Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR) of 1.8

Million USD. Moreover, Polygame has partnered with Indonesia’s leading Telco’s Telkomsel and

XL Axiata and has a thriving community. 

Concurrently, Tashi and Polygame have ongoing discussions with leading Blockchain Layer 1’s to

be their Mainnet for their community tokens. This will capitalize on their exponential growth and

innovation in the Esports sphere. "Tashi has been building the guard rails for Web3 Infra for the

last 2 years and is excited to bring mainstream Web2 users into the Web3 fold with our highly

performant engine." said Sandeep Singh, Co-Founder and CEO of Tashi.

About Polygame

Polygame is revolutionizing the gaming and Esports industry as the premier AI-driven Esports

Social Media Platform. With a comprehensive suite of features including live streaming, and a

dynamic Gaming Metaverse, Polygame aims to connect and empower gamers worldwide. 

Learn more about Polygame

Twitter-https://twitter.com/PolygameNFT

Discord-https://discord.com/invite/5VCmyf4HFJ

Medium-https://medium.com/@polygame_official

About Tashi

Tashi is at the forefront of bringing Web3 technology to every tech stack by providing performant

solutions without compromising the fairness and democratization principles of Web3. With its

innovative Consensus Engine, Tashi demonstrates the real-world value of Web3 technology via

our performance, cost and security advantages. 

Learn More about Tashi

Twitter-https://twitter.com/tashiggofficial

Discord-https://discord.com/invite/SJge5pTwkb

Medium-https://medium.com/tashi-gg
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/698776591

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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